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Famous primatologist Robert Sapolsky offers a completely revised and up to date edition of his the majority of popular
work, with over 225,000 copies in print Now in a third edition, Robert M. Sapolsky's acclaimed and successful Why
Zebras Don't Get Ulcers features fresh chapters on how stress affects sleep and addiction, as well as new insights into
stress and character disorder and the effect of spirituality on controlling stress. Over time, this activation of a stress
response makes us actually sick. This brand-new edition promises to become the most comprehensive and engaging one
however. Combining cutting-edge analysis with a healthy dose of great humor and practical guidance, Why Zebras DO
NOT GET Ulcers clarifies how prolonged stress causes or intensifies a variety of physical and mental afflictions, including
depressive disorder, ulcers, colitis, heart disease, and even more. As Sapolsky explains, most of us do not lie awake at
night fretting about whether we've leprosy or malaria. Whenever we worry or experience stress, the body turns on the
same physiological responses that an animal's will, but we usually do not resolve conflict in the same way-through
fighting or fleeing. In addition, it provides essential guidance to controlling our tension responses. Instead, the illnesses
we fear-and those that plague us now-are illnesses due to the gradual accumulation of damage, such as cardiovascular
disease and cancer.
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I have recommended this reserve to people on more than one occasion I purchased this reserve for a mental health and
stress education course. It was therefore interesting and the just "textbook" I looked ahead to reading. I've
recommended this publication to people on more than one occasion! Each chapter includes a way of describing the
complexity of things as well as putting them in very simple terms to better understand. Sapolsky is an excellent writer
explains very obviously how the relationships between tension and heart disease were finally solidly tested and in
addition is very cautious to note the limitations of conclusions we are able to pull from these. If you are looking for an
interesting and educational read that's not boring than that is for you. It will have you drawn in attempting to find out
more as you feel the different ways that stress affects you mentally, physically, socially, and emotionally. Highly
educational and incredibly well written. Not really a self help book. I'm halfway through this publication and I love it!
After viewing his documentary I was intrigued to get his publication. Robert Sapolsky is an amazing individual.I came
across this book to be a great read. Great read! Very interesting! I wasn't experiencing ulcers, but I did so worry an
excessive amount of. Overall a wonderfully intriguing book!. Easy read with a lot of humor. Sapolsky can be an astute
student of science--he hardly ever speaks in absolutes and is definitely careful to approach the study he presents from
multiple perspectives. However, It can make my anxiety disorder worse too because it makes me paranoid about tension.
Such a way with words Dr. In this publication, Sapolsky has done a wonderful job explaining complicated sceintific
issues, experiments and medical terms in very simple and easy to grasp manner and even were able to throw some
humor in there. I bought this reserve after watching a 1-hour lecture on major depression by Mr Sapolsky at Harvard
University and I immidiately fell deeply in love with his design. Thoroughly enjoyed the book! The man is usually a nerdy
comic who offers some great humor throughout the book. Strongly recommend for anybody who doesn't understand
stress response and cortisol release.. informative, entertaining, and life-changing I know that a lot of people consider
the correlation between tension and cardiovascular disease to be old news, but as Robert Sapolsky carefully explains, it
took a whole lot of painstaking research to prove this. Actually, the associations he discusses remain controversial in the
cardiovascular medical world. It frequently refers back again to zebras and the safari animal prey/predator relationship
therefore the title. A reader will find out just how important the strain in one's life-style is for many aspects of their
health, and in addition, how the ways that we cope with tension can greatly affect our health. It isn't your typical
personal help book to instruct you techniques on how best to overcome tension. I learned a whole lot about the
sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system, and the immune system. Dr. Of training course, it needs a basic level
of knowledge. my only concern is definitely that it has not been sufficiently updated to down enjoy the relationship with
ulcers, which modern scientific theory shows is more directly caused by bacteria (h. An excellent read for those
interested in the subject of the underlying biology of stress and anxiety. Beg, borrow or steal this book Awesome and
entertaining, but Endocrinology and Neuroscience excites me more than is healthy. Makes many good points and helped
me research for my anatomy and physiology and behavioral nieroscience classes in an indirect way. I was so overtaken
by Zebras, I completed it within days of shopping for it. After this, I must say i recommend everyone go through Behave.
Nothing more to say an excellent book from an writer who understands he subject. Excellent book! A person with
"firstworldproblems" should read this book. Very applicable to every day life for me. Pylori). as advertised great quality
used book Good Book Was recommended by a pal. As you examine it you can hear his tone of voice with his enthusiasm
dripping from each page. Great book Great book Understanding Stress Logically I love how informative this book is. It
creates me logically understand why I am feeling current symptoms. Made me realize that so very much of what is
incorrect is my perspective and attitude. I will read on once I completely recover hopefully in couple of months. An
excellent read I really like this book, and I evoke much of what I discovered from it at dinner celebrations and
gatherings. It's even better, more in depth, and more complete than Zebras. This book is very good on issues linked to
stress This book is great on issues related to stress; It really is regrettable there is no option for 6 stars. I still think it is
really helpful in the sense that it shows you how your mental and phisical health is completely dependant on this matter
and hence the need for stress management. I hardly ever got how people could obsess on books like I've noticed adults
with Harry Potter til I go through this book. It was a great rescource on a few papers as well. Rather it clarifies how the
body performs under strees and is impacted (sometimes permanently) by it. Highly informative book!
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